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QUESTION 1

Which element of the web application deployment descriptor defines the servlet class associated with a servlet
instance? 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

E.  

F.  

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer for the company web site has been told that users may turn off cookie support in their browsers. What must
the developer do to ensure that these customers can still use the web application? 

A. The developer must ensure that every URL is properly encoded using the appropriate URL rewriting APIs. 

B. The developer must provide an alternate mechanism for managing sessions and abandon the HttpSession
mechanism entirely. 

C. The developer can ignore this issue. Web containers are required to support automatic URL rewriting when cookies
are not supported. 

D. The developer must add the string id= to the end of every URL to ensure that the conversation with the browser can
continue. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are creating a new JSP page and you need to execute some code that acts when the page is first executed, but
only once. Which three are possible mechanisms for performing this initialization code? (Choose three.) 

A. In the init method. 

B. In the jspInit method. 

C. In the constructor of the JSP\\'s Java code. 

D. In a JSP declaration, which includes an initializer block. 

E. In a JSP declaration, which includes a static initializer block. 
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Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 4

Given: 

http://com.example/myServlet.jsp?num=oneandnum=twoandnum=three 

Which two produce the output "one, two and three"? (Choose two.) 

A. ${param.num[0],[1] and [2]} 

B. ${paramValues[0],[1] and [2]} 

C. ${param.num[0]}, ${param.num[1]} and ${param.num[2]} 

D. ${paramValues.num[0]}, ${paramValues.num[1]} and ${paramValues.num[2]} 

E. ${paramValues["num"][0]}, ${paramValues["num"][1]} and ${paramValues["num"][2]} 

F. ${parameterValues.num[0]}, ${parameterValues.num[1]} and ${parameterValues.num[2]} 

G. ${parameterValues["num"]["0"]}, ${parameterValues["num"]["1"]} and $ {parameterValues["num"]["2"]} 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 5

Given: 

6.

  

7.

  

8.

  

and a custom tag handler for foo which extends TagSupport. 

Which two are true about the tag handler referenced by foo? (Choose two.) 

A. The doStartTag method is called once. 

B. The doAfterBody method is NOT called. 

C. The EVAL_PAGE constant is a valid return value for the doEndTag method. 

D. The SKIP_PAGE constant is a valid return value for the doStartTag method. 
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E. The EVAL_BODY_BUFFERED constant is a valid return value for the doStartTag method. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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